Abstract. This paper proposes an abstraction method for compositional synthesis. Synthesis is a method to automatically compute a control program or supervisor that restricts the behaviour of a given system to ensure safety and liveness. Compositional synthesis uses repeated abstraction and simplification to combat the state-space explosion problem for large systems. The abstraction method proposed in this paper finds and removes the so-called certainly unsupervisable states. By removing these states at an early stage, the final state space can be reduced substantially. The paper describes an algorithm with cubic time complexity to compute the largest possible set of removable states. A practical example demonstrates the feasibility of the method to solve real-world problems.
Introduction
Reactive systems are used extensively to control safety-critical applications, where a small error can result in huge financial or human losses. With their size and complexity continuously increasing, there is an increasing demand for formal modelling and analysis. Model checking [4] has been used successfully to automatically detect errors in reactive systems. In some cases, it is possible to go further and synthesise, i.e., automatically compute a controlling agent that removes certain kinds of errors from a system.
The controller synthesis problem has been studied by several researchers in computing and control. The synthesis of a stand-alone controller from a temporal logic specification is studied in [7, 19] . Synthesis has been generalised to the extraction of an environment to interact with a given software interface [1] , and to the construction controllers interacting with a given environment or plant [2, 5] . Supervisory control theory [21] of discrete event systems provides a framework to synthesise a supervisor that restricts the behaviour of a given plant as little as possible while ensuring the safety and liveness properties of controllability and nonblocking.
Straightforward synthesis algorithms explore the complete monolithic state space of the system, and are therefore limited by the well-known state-space explosion problem. The sheer size of the supervisor also makes it humanly incomprehensible, which hinders acceptance of the synthesis approach in industrial settings. These problems are addressed by compositional methods [3, 8] . If a temporal logic specification is the conjunction of several requirements, it is possible to synthesise separate controller components for each requirement [5, 7] . Compositional approaches in supervisory control [9, 16] exploit the structure of the model of the plant to be controlled, which typically consists of several interacting components. These approaches avoid constructing the full state space by first simplifying individual components, then applying synchronous composition step by step, and simplifying the intermediate results again.
This kind of compositional synthesis requires specific abstraction methods to guarantee a least restrictive, controllable, and nonblocking final synthesis result. Supervision equivalence [9] and synthesis abstraction [16] have been proposed for this purpose, and several abstraction methods to simplify automata preserving these properties are known.
This paper proposes another abstraction method that can be used in compositional synthesis frameworks such as [9, 16] . The proposed method finds all the states that will certainly be removed by any supervisor. Removing these so-called certainly unsupervisable states at an early stage reduces the state space substantially. Previously, halfway synthesis [9] was used for this purpose, which approximates the removable states. The set of certainly unsupervisable states is the largest possible set of removable states, and it can be computed in the same cubic complexity as halfway synthesis.
This paper is organised as follows. Section 2 introduces the terminology of supervisory control theory [21] and the framework of compositional synthesis [9, 16] . Next, Section 3 explains the ideas of compositional synthesis with certainly unsupervisable states using the example of a manufacturing system. Section 4 presents the results of this paper: it defines the set of certainly unsupervisable states, gives an algorithm to compute it, performs complexity analysis, and compares certainly unsupervisable states to halfway synthesis. Finally, Section 5 adds some concluding remarks.
Preliminaries

Events and Languages
Discrete event systems [21] are modelled using events and languages. Events represent incidents that cause transitions from one state to another and are taken from a finite alphabet Σ. For the purpose of supervisory control, the alphabet is partitioned into two disjoint subsets, the set Σ c of controllable events and the set Σ u of uncontrollable events. Controllable events can be disabled by a supervising agent, while uncontrollable events occur spontaneously. In addition, the silent controllable event τ c ∈ Σ c and the silent uncontrollable event τ u ∈ Σ u denote transitions that are not taken by any component other than the one being considered. The set of all finite traces of events from Σ, including the empty trace ε, is denoted by Σ * . A subset L ⊆ Σ * is called a language. The concatenation of two traces s,t ∈ Σ * is written as st.
Nondeterministic Automata
System behaviours are typically modelled by deterministic automata, but nondeterministic automata may arise as intermediate results during abstraction.
where Σ is a finite set of events, Q is a finite set of states, → ⊆ Q × (Σ ∪ {τ u , τ c }) × Q is the state transition relation, Q • ⊆ Q is the set of initial states, and Q ω ⊆ Q is the set of accepting states.
The transition relation is written in infix notation x σ → y, and is extended to traces and languages in the standard way. For example, x τ * u σ
− − → y means that there exists a possibly empty sequence of τ u -transitions followed by a σ -transition that leads from state x to y. Furthermore, x s → means x s → y for some y ∈ Q, and x → y means x s → y for some s ∈ Σ * . These notations also apply to state sets and to automata:
Example 1. Fig. 1 shows an automata model of a simple manufacturing system consisting of a handler H 1 and a buffer B 1 . The handler fetches a workpiece (fetch 1 ) and then puts it into the buffer (!put 1 ). The event !put 1 also increases the number of workpieces in the buffer by 1. Afterwards the buffer can release the workpiece (get 1 ), reducing the number of workpieces in the buffer by 1. The buffer can store only two workpieces, adding more workpieces causes overflow as represented by the state ⊥.
The synchronous composition of G 1 and G 2 is
where
Automata are synchronised in lock-step synchronisation [11] . Shared events must be executed by all automata together, while events used by only one automaton (and the silent events τ u and τ c ) are executed by only that automaton. Fig. 1 shows the synchronous composition H 1 B 1 of the automata mentioned in Example 1.
Another common operation in compositional synthesis is hiding, which removes the identity of certain events and in general produces a nondeterministic automaton.
Supervisory Control Theory
Supervisory control theory [21] provides a means to automatically compute a so-called supervisor that controls a given system to perform some desired functionality. Given an automata model of the possible behaviour of a physical system, called the plant, a supervisor is sought to restrict the behaviour in such a way that only a certain subset of the state space is reachable. The supervisor is implemented as a control function [21] 
that assigns to each state x ∈ Q the set Φ(x) of transitions to be enabled in this state. That is, a transition x σ → y with σ ∈ Σ c will only be possible under the control of supervisor Φ if (σ , y) ∈ Φ(x). Uncontrollable events cannot be disabled, so it is required that Σ u × Q ⊆ Φ(x) for all x ∈ Q. Controllable transitions can be disabled individually, i.e., if a nondeterministic system contains multiple outgoing controllable transitions from a state x, then the supervisor may disable some of them while leaving others enabled [9] . If the plant is modelled by a nondeterministic automaton, then such a supervisor can be represented as a subautomaton.
A subautomaton K of G contains a subset of the states and transitions of G. It represents a supervisor that enables only those transitions present in K, i.e., it implements the control function
As uncontrollable events cannot be disabled, the control function includes all possible uncontrollable transitions. Not every subautomaton of G can be implemented through control-the property of controllability [21] characterises those behaviours than can be implemented.
If a subautomaton K is controllable in G, then every uncontrollable transition possible in G is also contained in K. In Fig. 1 , automaton S is controllable in H 1 B 1 . However, if state 5 was to be included in S, then because of the uncontrollable transition !put 1 − −− → 6, state 6 would also have to be included for S to be controllable. Controllability ensures that the control function (6) can be implemented without disabling any uncontrollable events.
In addition to controllability, the supervised behaviour is typically required to be nonblocking.
In a nonblocking automaton, termination is possible from every reachable state. The nonblocking property, also referred to as weak termination [17] , ensures the absence of livelocks and deadlocks. Combined with controllability, the requirement to be nonblocking can express arbitrary safety properties [9] . For example, the buffer model B 1 in Fig. 1 contains the !put 1 -transition to the blocking state ⊥ to specify a supervised behaviour that does not allow a third workpiece to be placed into the buffer when it already contains two workpieces, i.e., it requests a supervisor that prevents buffer overflow.
Given a plant automaton G, the objective of supervisor synthesis [21] is to compute a subautomaton K ⊆ G, which is controllable and nonblocking and restricts the behaviour of G as little as possible. The set of subautomata of G forms a lattice [6] , and the upper bound of a set of controllable and nonblocking subautomata in this lattice is again controllable and nonblocking.
There exists a unique subautomaton supC(G) ⊆ G such that supC(G) is nonblocking and controllable in G, and such that for every subautomaton S ⊆ G that is also nonblocking and controllable in G, it holds that S ⊆ supC(G).
The subautomaton supC(G) is the unique least restrictive sub-behaviour of G that can be achieved by any possible supervisor. It can be computed using a fixpoint iteration [9] , by iteratively removing blocking states and states leading to blocking states via uncontrollable events, until a fixpoint is reached.
Given a state set X ⊆ Q, the operator Θ cont G removes from X any states that have an uncontrollable successor not contained in X, and Θ nonb G removes any states from where it is not possible to reach an accepting state via transitions contained in X. Thus, Θ cont G captures controllability and Θ nonb G captures nonblocking. Both operators and their combination Θ G are monotonic, and it follows by the Knaster-Tarski theorem [20] that they have greatest fixpoints. The least restrictive synthesis result supC(G) is obtained by restricting G to the greatest fixpoint of Θ G .
The synthesis step operator Θ G has a greatest fixpoint gfpΘ G =Θ G ⊆ Q, such that G |Θ G is the greatest subautomaton of G that is both controllable in G and nonblocking, i.e.,
Example 2. The automaton H 1 B 1 in Fig. 1 is blocking, because the trace fetch 1 !put 1 fetch 1 !put 1 fetch 1 !put 1 leads to state 6, from where no accepting state is reachable. To prevent this blocking situation, event !put 1 needs to be disabled in state 5. However, !put 1 is an uncontrollable event that cannot be disabled by the supervisor, so the best feasible solution is to disable the controllable event fetch 1 in state 3. Fig. 1 shows the least restrictive supervisor S = supC (H 1 B 1 ).
In the finite-state case, the state set of the least restrictive supervisor can be calculated as the limit of the sequence X 0 = Q, X i+1 = Θ G (X i ). This iteration converges in at most |Q| iterations, and the worst-case time complexity is O(|Q||→|) = O(|Σ||Q| 3 ), where |Σ|, |Q|, and |→| are the numbers of events, states, and transitions of the plant automaton G. However, often the behaviour the system is specified by a large number of synchronised automata, and when measured by the number of components, the synthesis problem is NP-complete [10] .
Compositional Synthesis
Many discrete event systems are modular in that they consist of a large number of interacting components. This modularity allows to simplify individual components before composing them, in many cases avoiding state-space explosion. This idea has been used successfully for verification [8] and synthesis [9, 16] of large discrete event systems.
Given a system of concurrent plant automata
the objective of synthesis is to find a least restrictive supervisor, which ensures nonblocking without disabling uncontrollable events. The standard solution [21] to this problem is to calculate a finite-state representation of the synchronous composition (10) and use a synthesis iteration to calculate supC(G ) = supC(G 1 · · · G n ).
A compositional algorithm tries to find the same result without explicitly calculating the synchronous composition (10) . It seeks to abstract individual automata G i by removing some states or transitions, and replace them by abstracted versionsG i . If no more abstraction is possible, synchronous composition is computed step by step, abstracting the intermediate results again.
The individual automata G i typically contain some events that do not appear in any other automata G j . These events are called local events, denoted by the set ϒ in the following. After hiding the local events, the automaton G i is replaced by G i \ ! ϒ, which increases the possibility of further abstraction.
Eventually, the procedure leads to a single automatonG, the abstract description of the system G . After abstraction, the automaton ofG has less states and transitions compared to (10) . OnceG is found, the final step is to use it instead of the original system, to obtain a synthesis result supC(G) = supC(G ).
The abstraction steps to simplify the individual automata G i must satisfy certain conditions to guarantee that the synthesis result obtained from the final abstraction is a correct supervisor for the original system. Definition 9. Let G and H be two automata with alphabet Σ. Then G is synthesis equivalent to H, written G ≃ synth H if, for every automaton T , it holds that supC(G T ) = supC(H T ).
Def. 9 is a special case of synthesis abstraction [16] . Synthesis equivalence requires that the abstracted automaton H yields the same supervisor as the original automaton G, no matter what the remainder of the system T is.
Manufacturing System Example
This section demonstrates compositional synthesis using a modified version of a manufacturing system previously studied in [13] . The manufacturing system consists of two machines (M 1 and M 2 ) and four pairs of handlers (H i ) and buffers (B i ) for transferring workpieces between the machines. Fig. 2 gives an overview of the system. The manufacturing system can produce two types of workpieces. Type I workpieces are first processed by machine M 1 (input 1 ). Then they are fetched by handler H 1 (fetch 1 ) and placed into buffer B 1 (!put 1 ). Next, they are processed by M 2 (get 1 ), fetched by H 4 (fetch 4 ) and placed into B 4 (!put 4 ). Finally, they are processed by M 1 once more (get 4 ), and released (!output 1 ). Using a switch W 1 , users can request to suspend (!sus) or resume (!res) production of M 1 , provided that the switch has been unlocked (unlock) by Fig. 4 . Automata encountered during compositional synthesis of manufacturing system example.
the system. Type II workpieces are first processed by M 2 , passed through H 3 and B 3 , further processed by M 1 , passed through H 2 and B 2 , processed a second time by M 2 , and released. The handlers and buffers are modelled as in Fig. 1 , and Fig. 3 shows the rest of the automata model of the system. Automata W 1 and Produce use the blocking states ⊥ to model requirements for the synthesised supervisor to prevent output from M 1 in suspend mode and to produce exactly two Type I workpieces. In the following, compositional synthesis is used to synthesise a supervisor subject to these requirements. Initially, the system is
In the first step, H 1 and B 1 are composed, so that event !put 1 becomes an uncontrollable local event and can be hidden. Thus, H 1 and B 1 are replaced by Fig. 4 , where for graphical simplicity the two blocking states from Fig. 1 are replaced by the state ⊥. Clearly, such blocking states must be avoided, and since the silent uncontrollable transition 5 τ u → ⊥ cannot be disabled by the supervisor or by any plant, state 5 must also be avoided. States 5 and ⊥ are certainly unsupervisable states and are crossed out in Fig. 4 . Automaton HB 1 is replaced by the synthesis equivalent abstractionH B 1 with 5 states, which is obtained by deleting states 5 and ⊥. The same abstraction is applied to the other buffers and handlers.
After composition of W 1 , Produce, and Lock, events !sus, !res, !lock, and unlock are local and can be hidden. Fig. 4 shows the result W = (W 1 Produce Lock) \ ! {!sus, !res, !lock, unlock}. Clearly, states ⊥ 1 and ⊥ 2 are blocking states. Moreover, the only way to reach an accepting state from state 1 is via the transition 1 4 Certain Unsupervisability
Certainly Unsupervisable States and Transitions
The above example shows that some states of an automaton G must be avoided by synthesis in every possible context. That is, no matter what other automata are later composed with G, it is clear that these states are unsafe. Blocking states are examples of such states, but there are more states with this property.
A state x of G is certainly unsupervisable, if there exists no other automaton T such that the state x is present in the least restrictive synthesis resultΘ G T . If a state is certainly unsupervisable, it is known that this state will be removed by every synthesis. If such states are encountered in an automaton during compositional synthesis, they can be removed before composing this automaton further.
Example 3. Consider again automaton HB 1 in Fig. 4 . Clearly, the blocking state ⊥ is certainly unsupervisable. In addition, state 5 is also certainly unsupervisable, because of the local uncontrollable transition 5 τ u → ⊥. As this transition is silent, no other component disables it, and as it is uncontrollable, the supervisor cannot disable it. Therefore, if the automaton ever enters state 5, blocking is unavoidable. It holds that U(HB 1 ) = {5, ⊥}.
In addition to states, it is worth considering transitions as certainly unsupervisable. If an uncontrollable event υ can take a state x to a certainly unsupervisable state, then all υ-transitions from x are certainly unsupervisable. Such transitions can be removed because it is clear that no supervisor will allow state x to be entered while υ is possible in the plant. !output 1
The uncontrollable event !output 1 cannot be allowed in state 5, because if it was possible, blocking in state ⊥ 2 would be unavoidable.
Further, as every path from state 5 to an accepting state must take the certainly unsupervisable transition, it follows that state 5 is certainly unsupervisable. By similar arguments, it is established thatÛ(W ) = {1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, ⊥ 1 , ⊥ 2 , ⊥ 3 }.
If the certainly unsupervisable states and transitions are known, they can be used to simplify an automaton to form a synthesis equivalent abstraction.
Definition 12. Let G = Σ, Q, →, Q • , Q ω be an automaton. The result of unsupervisability removal from G is the automaton
The automaton resulting from unsupervisability removal has the same state set as the original automaton G, only the initial and accepting state sets are reduced by removing certainly unsupervisable states. All controllable transitions to certainly unsupervisable states are removed (14) , as these transitions can always be disabled by the supervisor and therefore never appear in the final synthesis result. Uncontrollable transitions to certainly unsupervisable states, however, are retained (15), because they are needed to inform future synthesis steps. If another component disables these events, they may disappear in synchronous composition with that component, otherwise the source state may have to be removed in synthesis. Uncontrollable transitions to other states are deleted if they are certainly unsupervisable (16).
Example 5. When applied to automaton W in Fig. 4 , unsupervisability removal deletes all transitions linked to the crossed out states. While state ⊥ 3 is certainly unsupervisable, the shared uncontrollable !output 1 -transitions to this state are retained. They are needed in the following steps of compositional synthesis. If some other component disables !output 1 while in state 10 or 11, then these states may be retained, otherwise they will be removed at a later stage.
The following theorem confirms that unsupervisability removal results in a synthesis equivalent automaton. Therefore, the abstraction can be used to replace an automaton during compositional synthesis without affecting the final synthesis result. Unsupervisability removal by definition only removes transitions and no states. Yet, states may become unreachable as a result of transition removal, and unreachable states can always be removed. Furthermore, it is possible to combine all remaining unsupervisable states, which have no outgoing transitions, into a single state [16] .
Iterative Characterisation
The following definition provides an alternative characterisation of the certainly unsupervisable states through an iteration. It forms the basis for an algorithm to compute the set of certainly unsupervisable states.
Definition 13. Let G = Σ, Q, →, Q • , Q ω be an automaton. Define the set U(G) inductively as follows.
The set U k (G) contains unsupervisable states of level k. There are no unsupervisable states of level 0, and the unsupervisable states of level 1 are the blocking states, i.e., those states from where it is not possible to ever reach an accepting state. Unsupervisable states at a higher level are states from where every path to an accepting state is known to pass through an unsupervisable state or an unsupervisable transition of a lower level.
Example 6. Consider automaton W in Fig. 4 . It holds that U 0 (W ) = / 0, and U 1 (W ) = {⊥ 1 , ⊥ 2 , ⊥ 3 } contains the three blocking states. Next, it can be seen that 1 ∈ U 2 (W ), 
The following Theorem 4 confirms that the iteration U k (G) reaches the set of certainly unsupervisable states.
To determine whether some state x is contained in the set U k+1 (G) of unsupervisable states of a new level, the definition (18) considers all paths from state x to an accepting state. Such a condition is difficult to implement directly. It is more feasible to search backwards from the accepting states using the following secondary iteration. Definition 14. Let G = Σ, Q, →, Q • , Q ω be an automaton. Define the sets of supervisable states S k (G) for k ≥ 1 inductively as follows.
does not hold, and if
Given the set U k (G) of unsupervisable states at level k, the iteration S k+1 j (G) computes a set of supervisable states, i.e., states from where a supervisor can reach an accepting state while avoiding the unsupervisable states in U k (G). The process starts as a backwards search from those accepting states from where it is not possible to reach a known unsupervisable state using only τ u -transitions (20) . Then transitions leading to the states already found are explored backwards (21) . However, source states x that can reach a known unsupervisable state using only τ u -transitions (x τ * u → U k (G)), and known unsupervisable transitions (x τ * u σ τ * u −−−→ U k (G)) are excluded.
Example 7. As shown in Example 6, the first iteration for unsupervisable states of automaton W in Fig. 4 gives the blocking states, U 1 (W ) = {⊥ 1 , ⊥ 2 , ⊥ 3 }. Then the first set of supervisable states for the next level contains the two accepting states, S 2 0 (W ) = {8, 9} according to (20) . The following theorem confirms that the iteration S k+1 j (G) converges against the complement of the next level of unsupervisable states, U k+1 (G).
Theorem 5. Let G = Σ, Q, →, Q • , Q ω be an automaton. For all k ≥ 1 it holds that S k (G) = Q \U k (G).
Algorithm
Algorithm 1 is an implementation of the iterations in Def. 13 and 14 to compute the set of certainly unsupervisable states for a given automaton G. First, the sets of certainly unsupervisable states U and certainly unsupervisable transitions UT are initialised in lines 2 and 3. Then the loop in lines 4-28 performs the iterations for U k (G).
The first step is to compute the supervisable states S k+1 (G), which are stored in S. In line 5, this variable is initialised to the set S k+1 0 (G) containing the accepting states that are not yet known to be unsupervisable. Then the loop in lines 7-15 uses a stack to perform a backwards search over the transition relation, avoiding known unsupervisable source states and known unsupervisable transitions. Upon termination, the variable S contains the set S k+1 (G) of supervisable state for the next level.
Then the loop in lines 17-27 updates the sets U and UT. For every state that was not added to S, it explores the predecessor states reachable by sequences of τ u -transitions, and adds any states found to U, if not yet included. By adding the τ u -predecessors to the set U immediately, the reachability tests in (20) and (21) can be replaced by the direct membership tests in line 10. Next, for any new unsupervisable state x, the loop in lines 21-25, searches for possible uncontrollable transitions followed by sequences of τ u and
